Magnetohydrodynamics is an important tool to study the dynamics of plasma Space Physics. In this context, we introduce a three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic solver with divergence-cleaning in the adaptive multiresolution CARMEN code. The numerical scheme is based on a finite volume discretization that ensures the conservation of physical quantities. The adaptive multiresolution approach allows for automatic identification of local structures in the numerical solution and thus provides an adaptive mesh refined only in regions where the solution needs more improved resolution. We assess the threedimensional magnetohydrodynamic CARMEN code and compare its results with the ones from the well-known FLASH code.
Introduction
The Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) theory helps in understanding the behavior of the macroscopic space plasma scenario. In particular, MHD modeling describes the flow dynamics of a conducting fluid under the influence of a magnetic field and its nonlinear interaction.
The MHD model can be formulated as an initial value problem composed by four nonlinear, vector valued partial differential equations. In most practical cases, it does not have an analytic solution and we need numerical methods to solve it. For instance, MHD simulations in three-dimensions can be found in [1, 2] and in more recent works [3, 4] using either finite difference or finite volume methods with and without adaptive mesh refinement techniques. Due to the high computational cost of three-dimensional ideal MHD simulations, it is adequate to use, when possible, an adaptive mesh procedure to create a mesh which has more cells at locations where local structures are present, and there are less cells in smooth regions.
Here, we introduce a verification of a new code for an adaptive ideal three-dimensional MHD model discretized with a finite volume method in which the domain is divided into small volumes or cells and a multiresolution technique is used to introduce an adapted mesh in order to reduce the number of operations and memory while preserving the precision of the discretization. Previous results were obtained for two-dimensional MHD equations in [5, 6, 7] . To perform the present simulations we extended the adaptive
The MHD model
The ideal MHD model describes the physics of an ideal conducting fluid under the influence of a magnetic field. The study of the MHD model and its simulation is important to better understand how an ideal plasma behaves. It enables us to perform numerical investigations of more realistic physical phenomena, which are directly related to space sciences. Here we present the set of four partial differential equations that constitutes the ideal MHD model.
with the model variables: ρ density, u = (u x , u y , u z ) the fluid velocity vector, B = (B x , B y , B z ) the magnetic field vector and E total mass density defined as
where p is the pressure, and u and B are the magnitude of u and B, respectively. The model is written in its conservation form, i.e., a differential equation of the form
with the vector of quantities U and the flux tensor F = F(U). In our case, we have
The conservative formulation of the MHD equations describes the conservation of mass density, total energy density, momentum, and magnetic flux. It is important to note that the Gauss law of magnetism is also part of the model and can be understood as a physical constraint of the magnetic field. It implies that the divergence of the magnetic field is zero, i.e., there are no magnetic monopoles in the solution of the MHD equations [9] .
Numerical Approach
When it comes to numerical simulations, where the domain of the physical problem has to be discretized, the divergence constraint is not satisfied anymore due to approximation errors. In order to minimize these errors, it is acceptable to introduce a correction to the model so that the divergence errors are well controlled. There are several types of corrections and some of them are discussed here [10, 11] . We have chosen a divergence cleaning approach, which does not impose zero divergence, but controls the errors such that non-physical behavior is avoided in the numerical solution of the model. The parabolic-hyperbolic divergence cleaning was first proposed in [12] and it offers both propagation to the boundary and dissipation of the divergence errors. The correction consists in adding a differential operator D = 
where ψ is a scalar-valued function, I the identity tensor, c p and c h are the parabolic and hyperbolic constants, respectively. We can note that System 5 reduces to the ideal MHD model when ψ = 0. The GLM-MHD model is used for the numerical simulation and the divergence cleaning is implemented in the flux as a source term in Equation 5b. The constant c h is defined as
where ∆h = min (∆x, ∆y, ∆z), with ∆x, ∆y, ∆z are the space steps in each direction, ν the Courant number, , as discussed in [13] .
Finite volume discretization
The discretization of the model is performed with a finite volume method, which is based on the integral form of the conservation laws. The idea here is to divide the computational domain into mesh cells, assigning a cell average to the vector quantity U = U i,j,k at each cell C = C i,j,k . A cell average is defined as the integral of the quantity over the cell, i.e., the cell average of the quantity U = U i,j,k is
where dx = dx dy dz. By taking the integral form of Equation 3, along with the concept of the cell average and the divergence theorem, we have
where n = n d is the normal vector to the interface of the cell in direction d and assuming that the boundary terms vanish. The integral on the left-hand side of the above equation means that the flux F must be evaluated on the interface of cell C, denoted by ∂C, projected onto the normal vector. The flux function can be numerically computed for each cell center, but it is not possible to analytically estimate it on the interface of the cells. In this context, it is necessary to make approximations of the flux. Here we have chosen the Harten-Lax-van Leer-Discontinuities (HLLD) Riemann solver [14] . The HLLD scheme is useful to solve isolated discontinuities in the solution of the MHD system and it preserves the positivity of the quantities. The MHD eigensystem has seven eigenvalues, related to the Published at http://dx.doi.org/10.5890/jand.2018.09.002 fast magnetoacoustic waves (C f ), Alfvèn waves (C a ), slow magnetoacoustic waves (C s ), and entropy (C e ). These waves compose the MHD space-time Riemann fan, illustrated in Figure 1 , in which they are organized according to their value regarding to their origin. The HLLD flux is efficient to solve isolated discontinuities and constructed by the means of an approximate Riemann problem in a four-state Riemann fan, divided by two Alfvèn and one entropy wave. This type of numerical flux is computed by sweeping the cells in each direction individually, a technique called splitting. Thus, the flux in x-direction, for instance, does not depend on the fluxes in the y and z directions. A brief summary of this Riemann solver can be found in [7] . To calculate the numerical flux, the conservative variables are needed and we reconstruct them with the Monotonized Central (MC) limiter, which improves the accuracy of the solution by achieving a second order approximation.
Adaptive multiresolution analysis
After performing the discretization and flux approximations, we use multiresolution analysis to adapt the computational mesh to the numerical solution of the model. The multiresolution analysis comes from the idea that data can be decomposed into several levels of refinement ℓ, from the coarser to the most refined level L, i. e., 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ L. For details on multiresolution analysis we refer to [15] , or to textbooks [16, 17, 18] . In a more particular way, U ℓ represents a set of cell averages of the discrete data U at a refinement level ℓ, with a total of 2 3ℓ cells in three space dimensions.
When the data are composed into many levels, for instance,
it is possible to navigate between each level ℓ by defining prediction and projection operators such as
The projection operator P ℓ→ℓ+1 is exact and unique and it allows us to project the cell averages onto a coarser level. In contrast, the prediction operator performs an approximation of the cell averages in a more refined level, and it is not unique -our choice here is linear interpolation.
From the prediction process, we can compute the interpolation errors
These values are called details or wavelet coefficients and they have the information about the local regularity of the data. The cell averages together with the details at level ℓ + 1 enable us to obtain the cell averages at level ℓ + 1, i. e., U ℓ+1 ↔ {d ℓ+1 , U ℓ }. More generally, it is possible to obtain the cell averages in the most refined level by the meaning of the cell averages at the coarsest level along with the details of every level between them
The relation above is called multiresolution transform and it ensures the possibility of approximating from data at any level ℓ by the knowledge of the details and cell averages of interest. For the three-dimensional Published at http://dx.doi.org/10.5890/jand.2018.09.002 case, 7 wavelet coefficient are needed to perform the prediction operation of a cell. This procedure is revisited and presented in detail in [19] . The idea of the adaptive multiresolution analysis for cell averages [15] is to decrease the complexity of the multiresolution transform by locally adapting the computational mesh to the structures present in the data. This is made possible when we introduce a threshold operator which determines where to refine the mesh according to the detail information and a threshold parameter ǫ ℓ . When the details are larger than ǫ ℓ , the computational mesh needs to be more refined locally; otherwise the mesh can remain coarser. This methodology enables the computational mesh to be efficiently adapted to the numerical solution. In the context of the MHD model, where we have 8 independent variables, the refinement criteria are applied to the maximum wavelet coefficient of these variables, so that the adapted mesh can be understood as a union of the meshes of each variable. In this work we are interested in the level-dependent threshold parameter ǫ ℓ = ǫ 0 , which is modified according to the level of refinement and defined as following
where |Ω| is the volume of the domain and ǫ 0 is the initial threshold parameter. Starting from ǫ 0 , the threshold value ǫ ℓ will increase for increasing ℓ. The number of cells on the finest mesh is defined as 3 2L , where L is the finest scale level.
Time evolution
To advance the solution in time from t n to t n+1 , we use a second-order compact Runge-Kutta scheme. The time steps are computed in terms of the Courant number ν, the space steps, and the fast magnetoacoustic wave. Considering E as a time evolution operator, the multiresolution transform operator M and the threshold operator T , we can summarize the entire process described in this section as
where • denotes the composition of functions. The system is completed by choosing suitable initial and boundary conditions.
CARMEN and FLASH codes
The CARMEN code described in [8] is further developed in order to evaluate the numerical solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes including five more differential equations. An adaptive multiresolution algorithm for cell averages is used in combination with the finite volume discretization. The implementation of the twodimensional version of the MHD equations, the Riemann solvers, parabolic-hyperbolic divergence cleaning and the variable reconstruction are already published in [5, 7] . In this work, we have implemented the three-dimensional part of the MHD model, including the physical and numerical fluxes. The FLASH code is an open-access parallel multiphysics multiscale simulation code provided by the Flash Center for Computational Science of the University of Chicago [20] . As an astrophysical code, it can simulate a great variety of problems. Here we are interested in the ideal MHD simulations in the context of the non-adaptive approach of the FLASH code, i. e., the full mesh finite volume simulation, to create a benchmark for our adaptive multiresolution results. We use version 4.3 of the FLASH code.
The time evolution in the FLASH code uses a one-step Hancock scheme and the 8-wave algorithm [21] for divergence cleaning with a finite-volume cell-centered method. The variables are reconstructed with the MC limiter. As the numerical schemes are not the same, we chose the previous settings of the FLASH code to ensure that both codes are second-order accurate.
Results
Herein we present and discuss the numerical results of the ideal MHD model for three-dimensional simulations using as initial condition one and two-dimensional Riemann problems. In the first study we compare the results with an exact solution and in the latter we compare the results with a benchmark solution obtained using the FLASH code at the same refinement level. The visualization of the solution is shown along with its mesh and the errors from the comparison between the results.
One-dimensional Riemann initial condition
In this case, the initial condition comes from the idea of a Riemann problem, which is basically characterized by a function that assumes a determined constant value in each half of the domain. At the interface between the two parts of the domain there is a discontinuity that must be represented accurately. The following setting, which has an exact solution 2 , is used as a benchmark for our results. The initial condition is based on [22] and given in Table 1 . 
We use the following parameters in the simulations: physical time t = 0.1, the Courant number ν = 0.3,
3 , and the threshold parameters ǫ 0 = 0.1. This initial condition can be extended to two and three-dimensions by tensor products, so that we have constant values of the variables in quadrants and sub-cubes, respectively. This test is useful to verify if the fluxes are being computed properly in every direction. Thus, we simulate this Riemann problem in each of the three directions and compare the results with the exact solution.
In Figure 2 we can see the variables ρ, p, u x , u y , B y , and B z of the solution of the Riemann problem obtained with the MR code for the threshold ǫ 0 = 0.1 together with the exact solution at t = 0.1 and for level L = 8, which is computed in the planes xy, yz and zx. The results show that the numerical solution converges to the exact solution for every variable of the model. The fluxes are being estimated in each direction of the domain and, from the figures, we can notice that their computations are reasonable. The one-dimensional projection of the mesh for this problem, composed by 36.6% of the entire mesh, is shown in Figure 3 for each case. The percentage of cells needed for the simulation over time is about 32%.
We can observe that the cells in the most refined level are limited to where the local structures are located. Levels 5 and 6, which are coarser, are representing the constant regions in the solution and more refined levels are needed only close to the localized structures. Table 2 shows the L 1 , L 2 and L ∞ errors computed between the numerical and the exact solution for the one-dimensional Riemann problem for each variable of the MHD model. 
Two-dimensional Riemann initial condition
The two-dimensional Riemann initial condition follows the same idea as the one-dimensional Riemann problem. This time the domain is divided into four parts with constant values, analogous to a Cartesian plane. The original problem is in two-dimensions and based on the example presented in [12] . However, in this work we extend the problem to three-dimensions presented in Table 3 . 3 and the threshold parameters ǫ 0 = 0.08. In Figure 4 we show the variable p and the corresponding adaptive mesh, composed by the cell-centers. The presented mesh is a projection of the 3D mesh onto the xy plane and the darker regions mean the refinement is larger. The pressure is shown on Figure 4 (left) and illustrates that the mesh is refined in regions of strong gradients. For the yz and zx plane simulation, the meshes are similar and at t = 0.1 there are 40.8% of the cells. In Table 3 The variables ρ, v x , and B x are displayed in Figure 5 , obtained with the FLASH (left) and CARMEN (right) codes. The solutions for both cases are similar using the same color scale. The structures located Published at http://dx.doi.org/10.5890/jand.2018.09.002 in the center of the domain are well represented and detached. The discontinuities between the constant regions are sharp in both directions in which they appear. For the problems computed on the yz and zx planes, the behavior of the solution is retained. 
Conclusions
We have presented three-dimensional simulations of the ideal MHD model with parabolic-hyperbolic divergence cleaning in the context of an adaptive multiresolution approach. It is shown that this type of approach indeed converges towards the expected results. With the MR method, the percentage of cells needed for the achievement of the solution is reduced to 32% for the one-dimensional Riemann problem and about 39% for the two-dimensional Riemann problem. Even with the reductions of cells in the simulation, the accuracy of the solution is well preserved. The presented results are part of a verification of the 3D MHD CARMEN code and we can conclude that the numerical fluxes are computed properly in each direction and the MR approach is efficient to create an adaptive mesh for the studied problems.
